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Rhinomanometry is the measurement of the patency of the
nasal airway. Rhinometric measures provide for the objective
assessment of the airway and the ability to account for the need
and the effectiveness of management procedures.
Rhinomanometry is of interest to the myofunctional clinician
because the obtained measures assist the clinician in treatment
planning.
Purpose
It is the purpose of the article to review briefly the mechanics
of rhinometric assessment, the instrumentation and test proce
dures employed in our clinical setting and the need for objective
data in a controversial area.
Background
Rhinometric research has enhanced our understanding of nasal
respiratory physiology. For example the existence of the nasal
breathing cycle 1 •2 and the nasal valves3 have been substantiated
with rhinomometry. More importantly rhinomanometry has im
portant applications for the study of normal and pathological
nasal function.4 It is generally accepted that a nasal resistance
of 4 to 5cmH2O/LPS (or higher) will necessitate mouth breathing.
However, it has been argued recently that this value may be too
low.5
Rhinometric results are often expressed in terms of nasal
airway resistance. Resistance is the relationship of flow to the
driving force required to produce that flow. Whereas both the
flow rate and the driving force are measurable, resistance is a
calculated quantity and cannot be measured directly. Resistance
is calculated using the formula
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�here
R resistance
/1 P Difference in pressure from one point to another, diffe
rential pressure (or driving force) measured in centimeters of
�ater pressure (cmH2O)
V = flow, measured in liters per second (LPS).
Conductance is the inverse of resistance and is calculated using
the formula
C = .i_
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There are some aJvantages to using conductance rather than
resistance; the most obvious being that in total nasal obstruction
resistance is infinity, since zero divided into any number is
infinity. In this same example, however, conductance is zero,
since zero divided by any number is zero.
Rhinometric techniques include anterior or posterior testing,
active or passive testing or uninasal or binasal testing.
Anterior rhinomanometry involves placement of the measure
ment devices in the anterior nasal vestibule. Results obtained
from this technique may be invalid since the nasal vestibule may
be physically distorted and the liminal valve may be inactivated.
This is unfortunate since minimal anatomic abnormality of these
areas may result in significant airway obstruction 1 •6 • Also this
is a frequent obstruction site in the cleft lip/palate child due to
the deformity and collapse of the alar wing. Thus, rhinometric
assessment is most valid if these areas are not distorted during
testing.
Posterior rhinomanometry relies on the use of a mask to
collect transnasal air flow which .is then directed to a
pneumotachometer. A pneumotachometer is a wire mesh de
vice of a known resistence. The wire mesh should be heated to
prevent any condensation which might alter the resistence. The
drop in pressure, as the air passes through the mesh, is detected
by a differential pressure transducer. This drop in pressure, or
pressure differential, is directly related to the rate of air flow
through the pneumotachometer.
Transnasal pressure is recorded by a catheter inserted into the
mask. This catheter is connected to the low side of a second
differential pressure transducer. Oral pressure is measured by a
catheter inserted directly into the oral cavity and connected to
the high side of the second differential pressure transducer.
Kern4 cites only a 25% success rate in testing patients with
posterior rhinomanometry because of difficulty in relaxing the
oropharyngeal muscles enough to permit adequate recording of
oral pressure. On the contrary, we have experienced a 100%
success rate in testing patients with posterior rhinomanometry.
Although Kern reports a poor success rate he still acknowledges
posterior rhinomometry as the method of choice for research

